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Time-Warping Analysis of the T-Wave
Peak-to-End Interval to Quantify Ventricular
Repolarization Dispersion During Ischemia
Neurys Gómez , Julia Ramírez , Juan Pablo Martínez , and Pablo Laguna , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Variations in the dispersion of ventricular re-
polarization can be quantified by T-wave time-warping
based index, dw. However, the early phase of the T-wave
can be affected by ST-segment changes during ischemia.
We hypothesized that restricting dw to the T-wave peak-to-
end (Tpe) would circumvent this limitation while still quan-
tifying variations in repolarization dispersion. A total of 101
ECG recordings from patients undergoing coronary occlu-
sion, together with their control recordings, were analyzed.
A series of dw values was calculated by quantifying the Tpe

morphological variations between the T-waves at different
occlusion stages and a baseline T-wave. We introduced a
normalized version of dw, Rd, reflecting variations of dw

during occlusion relative to control recordings (Rd = 1
corresponds to the same level of variation). The dw series
followed a gradually increasing trend with occlusion time,
reaching median [range] Rd values of 9.44 [1.01, 80.74] at
the occlusion end. Rd at occlusion end was significantly
higher than threshold values of 1, 2, 5, and 10 in 94.1%,
85.11%, 64.4% and 48.5% of patients, respectively. The spa-
tial lead-wise analysis of dw showed distinct distributions
depending on the occluded artery, suggesting a relation
with the ischemia location. The relative variation R with
ischemia of index dw (9.4) is greater than that of the T-
wave amplitude (7.7), Tpe interval (2.7) and T-wave width
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(3.0). In conclusion, dw tracks ischemic-induced variations
in repolarization dispersion in a more robust manner than
classical indexes, avoiding the impact of ST segment eleva-
tion/depression or early T-wave distortions, thus warranting
further clinical studies.

Index Terms—Electrocardiogram, ischemia, repolar-
ization, T-wave morphology, T-peak to T-end interval,
T-wave time warping analysis, ventricular arrhythmic risk.

I. INTRODUCTION

H EART diseases remain the leading cause of death world-
wide according to the American Heart Association and

European Society of Cardiology [1], [2]. In addition, experts
predict that the burden of cardiovascular disease will grow
exponentially over the next few years as the long-term effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic evolve [3]. Cardiac arrhythmias are
responsible for a great portion of the cardiac deaths. Ischemia
in the cardiac tissue is a substrate which increases the risk for
ventricular arrhythmias, including ventricular tachycardia and
ventricular fibrillation [4].

One of the mechanisms that increase propensity to arrhythmia
under ischemia is the increased dispersion of ventricular repolar-
ization. The link between heterogeneities resulting in dispersion
of ventricular repolarization and the genesis of arrhythmias has
been demonstrated both in experimental models and in clinical
studies [5], [6]. However, robustly identifying in the ECG those
markers of repolarization alterations that better represents the
potentially harmful substrate remains an unmet demand. This
challenge can also be dependent on the pathologies generating
the risk.

This work will concentrate on the study of arrhythmia risk
from the ECG under ischemic conditions. It must be noted
that many arrhythmia risk ECG biomarkers developed for non-
ischemic conditions (e.g. long QT syndrome, brugada syndrome,
chronic heart failure, etc.) are challenged under ischemic condi-
tions by the presence of concurrent ST elevation/depression and
early T-wave modifications which appear at the ECG simulta-
neously with the arrhythmia risk signatures.

ECG changes during acute ischemia include alterations in the
ST-segment level and/or T-wave amplitude [7], together with
alterations of the global spatio-temporal characteristics of the
ECG. Those alterations have been the basis for the development
of ischemia detectors and monitoring systems, being the ST-level
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the most widely-used [8]. However, while in some patients mild
to moderate ischemia can cause low alteration on the ECG, more
pronounced ST elevation/depression can occur during severe
ischemia largely affecting the early part of the T-wave on the
ECG [7], [9], [10]. So, it is important to consider these manifes-
tations of ischemia in the selective development of biomarkers
quantifying the degree of repolarization dispersion as a surrogate
for arrhythmia risk under ischemia.

Acute ischemia induced during Percutaneous Coronary In-
tervention (PCI) provides an excellent model to investigate
the dispersion of repolarization changes undergoing during the
initial minutes of ischemia. It alters ventricular repolarization by,
(a) shortening repolarization time (i.e., temporal changes) and
(b) slowing the conduction speed [9], creating heterogeneity
between different myocardial regions. Ischemia-induced het-
erogeneity has been related to the generation of ventricular
arrhythmias and increased arrhythmic risk [11], [12]. However,
other ischemia-induced changes in the ECG unrelated to repolar-
ization dispersion, such as ST elevation/depression may interfere
in the computation and interpretation of risk markers developed
for non-ischemic scenarios, such as T-wave alternans [13], the
V-index [14] or the T-wave morphology restitution (TMR) [15]
or variation (TMV) [16].

Several biomarkers have been proposed to quantify the spatio-
temporal heterogeneity of repolarization, such as the QT inter-
val [17], T-wave width [6], the distance from the peak to the
end of the T-wave (Tpe interval) [18], [19], dynamic changes in
the Tpe interval with respect to heart rhythm [20], QT interval
variability [12], T-wave alternans [21], QT memory lag [22],
or ST elevation [23]. Most of these markers are based on mea-
surements relying solely on the determination of ECG fiducial
points, therefore not capturing all the information conveyed on
the morphology of the T-wave. Other biomarkers have been
proposed trying to overcome this limitation: The information
provided by the vectorcardiogram is used in [24] and the V-
index is proposed in [14]. Moreover, the T-wave morphology
restitution index (TMR) quantifies the morphological variations
of the T-wave with respect to heart rate changes [15] using the
warping-based index dw. TMR was later modified to quantify T-
wave morphology variation with respect to a population-defined
reference (TMV index) [16].

Under ischemic conditions, the ST elevation/depression may
largely influence the above-described markers, reducing their
accuracy in quantifying arrhythmic risk, limiting their utility.
This is not the case for the T-peak to T-end interval, although this
marker is still largely sensitive to errors in the identification of the
fiducial points. To overcome these restrictions, we hypothesize
that a global T-wave morphology analysis as the one presented
in [15], but restricted to the T-peak to T-end part of the T-wave,
can be a proper, robust and artefact-free alternative to quantify
repolarization dispersion during ischemia as surrogate of the
ischemia induced arrhythmic risk.

The main novelty in this study, with respect to the state-
of-the-art, is the particularization of the time-warping-based
methodology for the quantification of repolarization dispersion
to the final part of the T wave, thus avoiding the ST segment shift
influence on the computation ofdw in ischemic conditions. Other

methodological novelties are the use of a running Mean Warped
Tpe (MWTPE) estimation along the recordings, together with
a reference MWTPE election criteria, and the comparison of
the repolarization dispersion quantification ability of the new
version of the dw marker with that of other classic ischemia
indices.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data set

The study population contained 101 patients from the STAFF
III database [25] (63 males, with 35 patients with evidence of
prior myocardial infarction) undergoing elective balloon percu-
taneous coronary intervention (PCI). The database was collected
at the Charleston Area Medical Center (WV, USA), where single
prolonged balloon inflation had been introduced to achieve
optimal results of the PCI. Standard leads V1–V6, I, II, and III of
the ECG were digitized with an amplitude resolution of 0.625μV
and a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The remaining three standard
augmented leads aVL, -aVR, and aVF were subsequently gen-
erated from the limb leads and used for the spatial analysis. The
study was approved by the local Investigational Review Board
and informed consent was obtained from the patients before
their enrolment. All patients were clinically stable during the
ECG acquisition. Patients who presented any signal loss during
the recording were not included.

For each patient, 5 minutes ECG recording at rest in supine
position previous to any catheter insertion or balloon inflation
(control recording) and the corresponding paired ECG recording
obtained during the first balloon inflation were analyzed. The
duration of the occlusion period ranged from 1:09 to 7:17 min-
utes (mean: 4:20 minutes). The spatial distributions of the 101
balloon inflations were: left main (LM) artery in 2 patients, left
anterior descending (LAD) artery in 33 patients, left circunflex
artery (LCX) in 21 patients and right coronary artery (RCA) in
45 patients, distribution with each artery can be found in Table II.

B. ECG Pre-Processing

The following steps were performed in the ECG pre-
processing. First, the ECG signal was filtered with a low-pass
sixth-order bidirectional Butterworth filter at 40-Hz cut-off fre-
quency to attenuate electric and muscle noise, and with a sixth-
order high-pass bidirectional Butterworth filter at 0.5-Hz cut-off
frequency to attenuate baseline wander. Second, a wavelet-based
single-lead QRS delineator [26] was used to determine the QRS
fiducial points for each of the nine leads (V1–V6, I, II and III).
Then, unique multilead QRS fiducial points were obtained from
the 12 single-lead sets of onsets and ends, using a multi-lead
selection rule strategy [27]. Third, spatial Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) transformation was performed on the eight
independent leads to emphasize T-wave components and im-
prove its delineation. The PCA transformation coefficients were
restrictively calculated from the T-wave segment, and were ob-
tained as the eigenvectors of the 8×8 interlead auto-correlation
matrix computed over the T-waves contained in a 15-second
window at the beginning of the recording, for control recordings,
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Fig. 1. MWTPE fs(ts) estimation and reference MWTPE fr(tr) se-
lection rule at the STAFF-III data-set. The fs(ts) MWTPE was esti-
mated from time-windows of 15 seconds duration and 10 seconds of
overlap throughout the entire record. The reference fr(tr) MWTPE
was selected among the MWTPEs within 1 minute period, at the control
recording, and within 30 seconds period at the beginning of the PCI
recordings.

or at beginning of the balloon inflation, for PCI recordings.
T-wave segmentation was done at fixed distances referred to the
corresponding QRS mark following rules in [28]. Fourth, the
first principal component ECG signal, i.e., the transformed lead
where the T-waves have maximal energy, was delineated making
use of the single-lead technique [26]. The resulting fidutial points
were used for the subsequent ECG analysis. Finally, each T-wave
was further filtered with a sixth order low-pass bidirectional
Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency of 20 Hz) in order to remove
the remaining out-of-band high frequency components.

C. Quantification of T-Wave Morphology Changes

Each recording was divided into consecutive 15-
second windows, with 10 seconds overlap. For each
s-th window, a mean warped T-wave (MWTW) [15]
restricted to the T-peak to T-end interval (MWTPE) was
computed, fs(ts) = [fs(ts(1)), . . ., fs(ts(Ns))]

T , where
ts = [ts(1), . . ., ts(Ns))]

T , as shown in Fig. 1(a). Initially, all
T-waves contained within a given window were transformed
to have positive polarity. For each window, the predominant
T-wave class, biphasic or monophasic, was determined as the
one with the highest number of occurrences. Only T-waves from
the predominant class were considered for the computation of
the MWTPE.

Selected T peak to end waves are aligned with respect to the
T-wave peak. Additionally, an extra selection rule was applied to
avoid the effect of delineation errors: only those T-waves whose
duration Tw satisfies T s

w,m − 40 ≤ Tw ≤ T s
w,m + 40 (ms) were

selected for the MWTPE computation, whereT s
w,m is the median

of the T-wave duration within each s-th window. The estimated
MWTPE fs(ts) is representative of the dominant morphology
of T-waves from peak to end in that particular s-th window.

We chose a reference MWTPE among the fs MWTPEs from
the first minute in the case of the control recording, and from
the first 30 seconds after balloon inflation in case of the PCI
recordings, fr(tr) in Fig. 1(b), (blue dashed line rectangle).
The selection period at PCI recordings is smaller to minimize
ischemia-induced repolarization changes. To choose the refer-
ence MWTPE fr(tr) from the most stable s-th time window,
we compute a dispersion index (υs) in each s-th window, as:

υs =

1

Ns

1

Ms

∑Ms

i=1
[fs

i (t
s)− fs(ts)]T [fs

i (t
s)− fs(ts)]

1

Ns
[fs(ts)]T fs(ts)

,

(1)
considering all pieces of T-wavesf s

i (t
s) (i ∈ {1 . . .Ms}) within

each window. Then, the reference MWTPE is taken as

fr(tr) ≡ fsm(tsm), with sm = argmin
s

{υs}. (2)

To quantify the evolution of the MWTPEs morphology along
time in each patient we applied the method originally proposed
by Ramírez et al. [15], which estimated the index dw as the mean
amount of warping needed to remove the time domain variation
among two different waves, the reference fr(tr), and the one
under study fs(ts). Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the MWTPEs
previous to time-warping, fr(tr) calculated at the initial part of
a PCI recording and fs(ts) from two minutes later.

Let γ(tr) be the warping function that relates tr and ts such
as the composition [fs ◦ γ](tr) = fs(γ(tr)) denotes the time-
warping or re-parameterization of the fs(ts) using γ(tr). As
in [15], the square-root slope function (SRSF) was used to find
the optimal warping function, and hence avoiding any potential
“pinching effect”. The SRSF is obtained as the square-root of
the derivative of f(t), considering the sign:

qf (t) = sign
(
ḟ(t)

)√
|ḟ(t)|. (3)

The fuction, γ∗(tr), that minimizes the amplitude difference
between the SRSF of fr(tr) and fs(γ(tr)), qfr (tr) and
q[fs◦γ](tr) = qfs(γ(tr))

√
γ̇(tr), respectively, is selected as

the optimal warping function [29], [30],

γ∗(tr) = argmin
γ(tr)

(‖qfr (tr)− q|fs◦γ|(tr)‖
)

= argmin
γ(tr)

(
‖qfr (tr)− qfs(γ(tr))

√
γ̇(tr)‖

)
. (4)

To obtain this optimum the dynamic programming algo-
rithm [31] was used to optimise the analysis, explained in
detail in Appendix A in [15]. The warping function γ∗(tr), that
optimally relates fs(ts) and fr(tr) in Fig. 2(a) is shown in
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Fig. 2. Analysis performed for time-warping index estimation from a particular patient of the STAFF-III database during the PCI procedure. Panel
(a) displays both the reference fr(tr) (solid blue) and a particular s-th fs(ts) (doted red line) MWTPE. Panel (b) displays the warping function
γ∗(tr) (dotted red line) that optimally relates the reference fr(tr) and studied fs(ts) MWTPEs. The total amount of warping, quantified by dw , is
represented by the green area between γ∗(tr) and tr . Panel (c) displays both the reference fr(tr) (blue line) MWTPE and the warped fs(γ(tr))
MWTPE.

Fig. 2(b). The warped T peak to end wave, fs(γ(tr)), and the
reference fr(tr), are shown in Fig. 2(c).

The index dw is defined to quantiy the time-warping level
needed to optimally align the T peak to end waves (MWTPE) as
the average of the absolute differences between γ∗(tr) and tr:

dw =
1

Nr

Nr∑
n=1

|γ∗(tr(n))− tr(n)|. (5)

In order to analyze the dw time course during acute ischemia,
its value was computed for each s-th fs(ts) MWTPE, resulting
in the time series dw(s).

D. Repolarization Changes Analysis

The analysis of repolarization changes is performed in two
different ways:

1) Temporal evolution: The warping is performed on the first
principal component transformed lead since it is supposed
to emphasize T-wave components and so hypothesized to
enhance morphological differences. For each patient, the
time course variation of repolarization dispersion is eval-
uated as the evolution of dPCA

w (s), s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, every
5 seconds relative to the initial stage taken at reference.

2) Spatial distribution: We separately quantified dw(s) in
each of the 12 standard leads, and investigated the rela-
tionship between the occlusion site and spatial distribu-
tion of the dL

w(s), L ∈ { V1,...,V6, aVL, I, aVR, II, aVF,
III}. To have a spatially global indication of warping,
the mean across patients of dL

w(s) maximum in each PCI

recordings, is also computed and denoted d
L
w(s).

To analyze the warping value evaluated at any time of the
PCI intervention, the value dw(s) is expressed in relative terms
with respect to dw variations during the ischemia free control
recording using the index Rd. Similar to the ischemic changes
sensor proposed in [8], Rd normalizes the change induced
by ischemia using the standard deviation of dw measured at

the control recording, where no ischemic-induced changes are
expected, denoted as σc

d.
The Rd in this study is defined as,

Rd(s) =
ΔPCI

d (s)

σc
d

, (6)

where the magnitude of change in dw(s) during PCI occlusion
at any time, s, is denoted by ΔPCI

d (s). In order to have a robust
estimation ofΔPCI

d (s), a linear fitting model d̂w(s) is fit to dw(s)
between s = 1 and s and defining ΔPCI

d (s) as the difference
between d̂w(s) and d̂w(1). For example, a value of Rd = 5
means that the dw(s) has increased during the occlusion 5 times
the standard deviation of the change observed during the control
recording σc

d.

E. Classical Indices of Ventricular Repolarization

To further test the robustness of dw, we compare its perfor-
mance with that from the following traditional ischemic indices:

� ST segment level (ST): Measured as the difference between
the ECG signal amplitude at time instant 60 ms after the
J point and the isoelectric level, computed as the signal
averaged over a 10 ms segment starting 15 ms before the
QRS onset.

� T-wave peak amplitude (Ta): Amplitude difference be-
tween the T-wave peak fiducial point and the isoelectric
segment.

� T-wave width (Tw): Interval from T-onset to T-end points.
� T-wave peak to end interval (Tpe): Interval from T-peak

to T-end time instants of the T-wave.
Each index was measured beat-to-beat to analyze its time

course during PCI, obtaining the series ST(n), Ta(n), Tw(n)
and Tpe(n), respectively. We also analyzed the magnitude
of changes observed during balloon inflation for each pa-
tient using RPCA

I , defined analogously to RPCA
d in (6), where

I ∈ {ST,TaTw,Tpe}.
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TABLE I
RPCA

d PREVALENCE CLASSIFICATION IN THE STUDY POPULATION
ACCORDING TO THE STAGE TEST

F. Statistical Analysis

McNemar analysis was used to compare control with PCI
recordings, and Fisher’s exact test was used in the contingency
tables. We used the Kruskal-Wallis test to assess differences
among groups. The statistical significance was considered when
p-value ≤0.05. We used boxplots to show the distributions of
data, where the central mark represents the median, the edges
represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers rep-
resent the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.
Computations were made with MATLAB version R2020b.

III. RESULTS

A. Changes of dw During Occlusion

When computingdw for each s-th window and each individual
patient the percentage of T waves that do not satisfy the extra
selection rule related to T wave duration (T s

w,m − 40 ≤ Tw ≤
T s
w,m + 40 (ms)), was, in average, 1,4%.
In the control recording, the standard deviation, σc

d, had a
median of 0.54 [IQR: 0.33], ranging from 0.018 to 2.085 ms. The
stability of dw in the control recording was tested by estimating
RPCA

d in the second half of each control record using as reference
the value obtained in its first half, showing a median of 1.00
[IQR: 1.13], ranging from 0.03 to 2.93.

The number of patients, for control and PCI stage, where
RPCA

d , evaluated as in (6) with s = sPCIend, is larger than certain
thresholds (1, 2, 5 and 10) are reported in Table I. Percent-
ages of recordings with RPCA

d over a threshold in PCI, were
found significantly higher than in control:RPCA

d > 1, 2, 5, 10, in
94.1%, 85.11%, 64.4% and 48.5 % of PCI recordings vs 50.5%
12.9%, 0% and 0% in control, McNemar test p = 3.7 · 10−11,
p = 4.0 · 10−21, p = 5.4 · 10−20 and p = 3.6 · 10−15, respec-
tively. Details of RPCA

d prevalence during PCI recordings segre-
gated by occluded artery, gender and the presence of previous
MI are reported in Table II.

We did not find any significant differences in prevalence of re-
polarization changes, measured as RPCA

d > 2, by occlusion site:
81.8%, 86.7%, and 85.7% for LAD, RCA and LCX, respectively.
LM group was excluded in this comparison due to its small size.
For larger, RPCA

d > 5, changes requirements, patients with LAD
occlusion reached the threshold in 66.7% of the patients and
RCA in 71.1% while LCX reaches the threshold just at 52.4%,
of patients even the differences are not significant. Neither were
significant differences in prevalence for RPCA

d > 10.

TABLE II
RPCA

d PREVALENCE CLASSIFICATION IN THE STUDY POPULATION
ACCORDING TO THE OCCLUDED ARTERY, GENDER, AND EVIDENCE OF

PREVIOUS INFARCTION

Fig. 3. Box and whisker plots of the RPCA
d amplitudes in each patient

classified by occluded artery.

Differences in the three subsets between the prevalence in
men and women (63 and 38 patients in total, respectively)
and between patients with and without evidence of a previous
myocardial infarction (MI) (35 and 66, respectively) were not
either statistically significant.

The RPCA
d magnitude ranged from 1.01 to 80.74

(mean/median: 17.55/9.44). The box and whiskers plots
according to the occluded artery subsets are shown in Fig. 3.
There were no significant differences between the groups
(p = 0.47Kruskal-Wallis test), although the largest interquartile
range was found for the LAD subset.
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Fig. 4. Example of time course evolution of dPCA
w (s) series and T-wave peak-to-end shape changes during control and PCI stages from a particular

patient. Panel (a) displays dPCA
w (s) evolution, where the balloon inflation time is highlighted with a red line. The shape of both the reference fr(tr)

MWTPE (solid blue) and each s-th fs(ts) MWTPE (red dashed line) are shown in panel (c), with letters indicating their corresponding time
instants tagged in (a). Panels (b) and (d) show the fs(ts) MWTPEs (red lines) corresponding to the dPCA

w (s) series for the control and PCI stages,
respectively. The blue line represents the reference fr(tr) MWTPE. Note that the dPCA

w (s) value at the end of the occlusion has already started
to decrease. This is a consequence of the 15-second window, centered at the analysing point, which enters in the computation of fs(ts) and then
already introducing parts where the ischemia is reducing.

B. Temporal Distribution Analysis

An example of the dPCA
w (s) temporal evolution for a particular

patient during control and PCI periods is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
red trace represents, for an illustrative patient, the balloon infla-
tion time-span. Different time instants (tagged with letters) are
selected to display in Fig. 4(c) the original T-wave shape. Strong
T-wave peak-to-end shape variations accompanied by dPCA

w (s)
magnitude changes (ranging from 0 to 10.10 ms) were observed,
which follow an increasing trend as inflation time progresses. In
contrast, dPCA

w (s) magnitude during control remains stationary,
ranging from 0 to 1.8 ms. All fs(ts) MWTPEs corresponding
to the dPCA

w (s) series in the control and PCI stages are shown
in Fig. 4(b) and (d), respectively. Dotted red line represents
the reference fr(tr) MWTPE. Note that the dPCA

w (s) evolution
described above follows the changes in the fs(ts) MWTPEs
shape. No significant changes are found in the control recording,
while an increase in width and a decrease in amplitude of the
fs(ts) MWTPEs are observed in the balloon inflation period,
as reflected in the dPCA

w (s) trace in Fig. 4(a).
The dPCA

w (s) averages across all patients (blue line), denoted

as d
PCA
w (s) and segregated by occluded coronary artery, aligned

to the recording onset or to the balloon inflation onset, for
control and PCI recordings, respectively, are shown in Fig. 5.
All database recordings were averaged. Note that the averages

have little significance from the 5-th minute onwards, due to the
quick decline in number of available records, Fig. 5(b).

In the 86 recordings showing RPCA
d > 2, the timing when this

level of change is first reached (evaluating RPCA
d as in (6) but

with ΔPCI
d computed from the linear fit of dPCA

w (s) just up to a
given s) had a median of 15 s [IQR: 15], ranging from 5 s to
4 min 50 s. Of these, 69 patients reached RPCA

d > 2 during the
first 30 seconds (80.23%), while only 9 (10.47%) and 8 (9.30%)
reached it between 30 and 60 seconds, and after 60 seconds,
respectively. Analysing the time course evolution of the dPCA

w (s)
maximum in these 86 recordings we observe that 31.40% of the
maximumdPCA

w (s) amplitude was already reached in the first two
minutes after balloon inflation, and extra 32.56% was reached
in the following two minutes, while the remaining 36.05% was
obtained after the 4-th minute of occlusion.

C. Spatial Distribution Analysis

The dlw(s) and corresponding Rl
d magnitude was stud-

ied in each l-th lead. The percentage of patients presenting
Rl

d > 2, 5, 10 in each lead, segregated by occluded artery, is
shown in Fig. 6 by blue, red and orange bars, respectively.

Rl
d > 2 reached a prevalence of 60% in all leads of each

subset, except for l being V4 and V5 in LCX and LDA
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Fig. 5. Time course of dPCA
w (s), represented as the average across all patients d

PCA
w (s), in the study population and segregated by occluded

artery. Alignment was performed relative to (a) the recording onset in control records and (b) the onset of the balloon inflation in PCI records. The
upper panels show the number of averaged recordings, P (s) at a given time s.

Fig. 6. Percentage of patients with Rl
d > 2 (blue bars), Rl

d > 5 (red bars) and Rl
d > 10 (orange bars) in each individual lead l measured at the

end of occlusion and segregated by occluded coronary artery group: (a) RCA, (b) LAD, and (c) LCX.

occluded artery subsets, respectively. In the RCA subgroup,
elevated Rl

d index reached a higher prevalence in leads
l ∈ {V1-V3, I, aVR, aVF, III} forRl

d > 5 andRl
d > 10. A sim-

ilar outcome can be seen for LAD occlusion in the same chest
leads and V6 where the prevalence increases, unlike the RCA

group aVR and III (inferior wall) decreases. Note that aVR
reached the highest values only in the RCA group, which gives
an idea of the location of the damaged ischemic region. Inter-
estingly, for V4 (anterior wall, which corresponding to LAD
area) in Rl

d > 5 range, low values were obtained in all occluded
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Fig. 7. Average lead distributions of d
l
w in each occluded coronary artery, segregated by group: (a) RCA, (b) LAD, and (c) LCX. The square

represents the mean and the error bars represent ± standard deviation.

artery groups, although it is worth noting that for LAD subgroup
reached the higher prevalence.

The average lead distributions of the maximum dlw for RCA,

LAD and LCX occlusions, d
l
w, are shown in Fig. 7. According

to the wall that the leads looks at and the occluded artery, the

highest d
l
w values at chest leads are obtained in V1–V3 in the

LAD and RCA groups (V1 in RCA with the highest values) and
in V4–V6 for LCX group. Regarding limb leads, the highest
values in the RCA group are obtained in I, III, and aVR. In
LAD group the highest values are obtained in the augmented
leads and the lowest in the limb leads. In LCX which irrigates
the anterior-superior and lateral sides, high values are obtained
similar to their upper chest leads V5–V6 in all limb leads (aVR,
II and aVF with the highest values).

D. Classic Local Measurements

The time series of the different Ta, Tpe, Tw and ST indices
were estimated, and the corresponding RPCA

I parameters were
obtained at the end of occlusion to describe how ischemic
variations are reflected in each index. As for the dw index, the
RPCA

I estimator was evaluated using the control recording to
quantify changes of each index in the control stage. The standard
deviation in the first half of the control recording, σc

I , had a
median of 1.29, 0.65, 1.22 and 0.92, while RPCA

I had a median
of 0.74, 0.64, 0.75 and 0.77 [IQR: 1.29, 0.65, 1.22 and 0.92] for
Ta, Tpe, Tw and ST indices, respectively.

The RPCA
I values from the dw and ST indexes, at the end of

the occlusion, reached higher values. The median RPCA
I values,

were 9.4, 7.7, 2.7, 3.0 and 12.0 for dw, Ta, Tpe, Tw and ST
indices, respectively.

To describe the prevalence of ischemia-induced changes dur-
ing PCI, we analyzed the time instants at which the different in-
dices began to show significant variations, that is, at what instant
the different threshold values were exceeded. In this way, it was
possible to analyze which indexes showed a more rapid response
to ischemia-induced changes and at what time of occlusion it
occurred. Table III shows the percentage of recordings where
RPCA

I is larger than a given threshold α ∈ {1, 5, 10} at the end

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION OF RPCA

I PREVALENCE AND TIME INSTANT IN WHICH IT
WAS EXCEEDED IN THE STUDY POPULATION ACCORDING TO THE

DIFFERENT INDICES

of balloon inflation, and the average time at which the threshold
was exceeded.

The dw values reached higher levels of sensitivity, measured
by RPCA

I , than the classic indices in a greater number of pa-
tients except for RPCA

ST which reached 67.3% and the 54.5% for
RPCA

ST > 5, 10, respectively. The least sensitive indices values
into each thresholds were obtained for the indices Ta, Tpe

and Tw, with Tpe being the lowest. For the indices with the
highest prevalence (dw and ST), detection in subset RPCA

I > 1
occurred at 17.4 and 14.6 seconds, respectively after the onset
of occlusion.

The temporal evolution of each index during ischemia was
calculated as the evolution of the correspondingRPCA

I along bal-
loon inflation every 5 seconds from the onset of occlusion. It was
found that from the first moments of occlusion the RPCA

Ta
, RPCA

ST

and RPCA
d showed higher values corresponding to a stronger

and faster response to the induced ischemia. The evolution of
RPCA

I values averaged over the total study population are show
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the percentage of patients presenting RPCA
I ≥

2, 5, 10 for different occlusion times corresponding to times 1, 2,
3 and 4 min after balloon inflation. Note that the total number of
recordings in each subset decreases over time due to the different
occlusion times. The most important variations in the ECG seem
to take place in the initial minute of occlusion in the indexes
studied, except forTpe andTw where only about 50% of patients
exceed the threshold RPCA

I ≥ 2.
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Fig. 8. Average over patients of the RPCA
I time-course aligned to the

onset of the balloon inflation during PCI recording, and numbers of
patients averaged at a given time. Dash black line and the left y-axis
correspond to the number of averaged recordings.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study evaluates the ability of the ventricular repolariza-
tion dispersion index, dw, estimated from the peak to the end
of the T-wave to characterize specifically the ischemia-induced
dispersion of repolarization changes, thus avoiding the influence
of ST segment elevation/depression. Using a warping-based
assessment methodology we measure the Tpe morphological
changes with respect to control, quantifying time course, lead
distribution, and differences with classic biomarkers. Our main
findings were that dw, restricted to the T-wave peak-to-end,
captures the changes between the peak and end of the T-wave,
thus quantifying changes in ischemia-induced dispersion of
repolarization, with impact on the regional differences in the
spatial distribution of dw according to the occluded artery. The
dw index better follow the ischemia-induced ECG variations
than those classical indices that only consider information from
specific ECG samples.

A. Time Course and Prevalence Analysis

The study of the time-course evolution of the dw index con-
firmed its ability to robustly capture the variations of the T-peak
to T-end morphology, hypothesized to specifically represent the
ischemia-induced dispersion of repolarization changes, avoiding
early T-waves and ischemia-induced ST elevation/depression
changes.

A significant increase in the magnitude of dw during PCI has
been demonstrated as time elapses. As we actually expected,
the ranges of values at control and during PCI were different:
the dw ranged in a narrow range in control, and in a wider range
during PCI (see Fig. 5(b)). Moreover, the changes observed at the
end of balloon inflation quantified using RPCA

d , estimated from
dw as described in (6), were (on median) 8 times larger than
those obtained during the steady-state test at control recordings.
The latter suggests that, in control conditions (without induced
ischemic changes) the mean and standard deviation of RPCA

d

have small values since they only reflect normal ECG variability.
The low values during the steady-state test at control recordings
indicate a quite stable behavior (note that a value of 1 denotes a
change in the second half comparable to the standard deviation
in the first half).

In this work we have used different threshold values over
RPCA

d to quantify repolarization changes over-passing the thresh-
old. It is important to note that threshold values for clinical use
as risk markers require further experimental studies, in order to
establish the level of normal variations such as changes induced
by respiration, other underlying cardiac diseases, etc.

Different degrees of prevalence, where RPCA
d was larger than

certain thresholds were reported in Table III, resulting in all
cases statistically significant in paired comparison between the
PCI stage and the corresponding control stage, indicating that
this index can be used to quantify ischemia-induced changes
on ventricular repolarization from changes within their normal
variations. Of the 86 patients who achieved RPCA

d > 2, 80.23%
were within the first 30 seconds, supporting the hypothesis that
variations in ventricular repolarization, quantified by dw, could
begin to appear very soon after the blood supply to a given part
of the heart is compromised.

A greater range from the 75th to the 25th percentile of RPCA
d

was observed for the LAD occluded patients as compared to
patients with other occluded arteries even of those changes were
found no statistically significant possibly due to the small sample
size. A larger study group as well as more information on the
extent of the damaged area would be necessary to obtain relevant
conclusions.

B. Spatial Analysis

The spatial distribution of dw warping indicate how electrical
activity is affected, as reflected in the Tpe interval, for the differ-
ent occluded arteries. We found regional differences in the spa-
tial distribution of dw according to the occluded artery. The vast
majority of the highest degrees of prevalence, both for Rl

d > 2
and Rl

d > 5, correspond to the region of the myocardium
irrigated by the arteries as shown in Fig. 6, where higher
prevalence of Rl

d index in leads l ∈ {V1-V3, I, aVR, aVF, III}
for RCA artery group and higher prevalence of Rl

d in-
dex in leads l ∈ {V1-V3,V6} and marked decrease in
aVR and III (inferior wall) for RCA artery group were
found.

Regional differences were also found in the maximum dw
reached, depending on the occluded artery and the wall that the
leads look at. Although the differences found were not strong,
these findings suggest a certain capacity of the dw index to indi-
cate the location of the ischemia, considering also that different
locations within the major artery were taken into account and
there are no reports on the size of the damaged area. The lead
distribution across the LAD and LCX subsets are in line with
those reported in [13] using T-wave repolarization alternans
analysis in the same study population.

The discrepancies in the spatial distribution of Rl
d and d

l
w

(Figs. 6 and 7) can be attributed to patient-to-patient and
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Fig. 9. Percentage of patients with RPCA
I ≥ 2, 5, 10 segregated by different occlusion times group: 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, and 4 min after balloon

inflation.

lead-to-lead differences in σc
d, which quantifies the stability of

the measurement during the control recording.

C. Classic Local Measurements

We have demonstrated that the warping-based dw index,
which takes into account all the morphological information of
the entire interval studied, from T peak to T end, can better rep-
resent the ischemia-induced ECG variations than those indices
that only consider information from specific ECG samples as
Tpe. At the end of occlusion, RPCA

I values of 37.1, 13.9, 6.0, 5.6
and 27.7 were reached for dw,Ta,Tpe,Tw and ST, respectively.
RPCA

d achieved higher values than those corresponding to classic
indices (see also Fig. 8, Average of RPCA

I time-course). Only
RPCA

ST approached the value of RPCA
d , making the ST level the

measure based on fudicial points most sensitive to ischemic
changes, as is already known in routine clinical practice where
it is the most commonly used index. However, the underlying
physiological mechanisms for ST elevation do not need to be
the same as for T-peak to T-end interval morphology changes, as
they reflect different physiological effects induced by ischemia.
For ST segment elevation/depression, the mechanism can be the
injury current generated by ischemia, while for the Tpe interval
analysis the mechanism may be more related to repolarization
dispersion generated by ischemia, also considered a surrogate
for arrhythmia risk,

T a, Tpe and Tw indices had the lowest values, and therefore,
lower sensitivity. However, it must be taken into account that
each index reflects different ischemia-related phenomena. Com-
paring RPCA

d with RPCA
Tpe

, which are indices characterizing the
same area of the T-wave, they reach values of the change index of
9.4 and 2.7, respectively, showing that dw is more sensitive than

Tpe, either because it betters reflect the underlying physiological
changes, or because the stability of the measurement is higher
or a combination of both reasons.

According to the data in Table III, dw and ST indices were also
the most sensitive, with their corresponding RPCA

I estimators
exceeding the thresholds in a greater number of patients. The ST
marker had the earliest reaction compared to any other index for
all thresholds, however, the temporal differences of the indices
achieving the threshold are not very wide (< 8 s in all cases).
Again the more meaningful comparison is between dw and Tpe,
having dw the largest reaction, with no conclusive results in
terms of early appearance.

The analysis of percentage of patients presenting
RPCA

I > 2, 5, 10 for different occlusion times (see Fig. 9)
discloses different degrees of prevalence of the studied indices
when crossing different thresholds, with dw and ST reaching
the highest values, well in line with previous findings. From an
overall perspective, it can be seen that, during the first minute,
more than 60% of the changes appear, whereas in the second
and third minute changes continue to increase but there is a
deceleration in the rate of variations. As time progresses the
number of patients with RPCA

I > 2 increases, dw being the
most sensitive in all cases, while there are others indices more
sensitive than dw for RPCA

I > 5, 10.

D. Clinical Implications

In this study we have available both control and induced
ischemia ECG recordings. In clinical practice, however, it will
be difficult to obtain non-ischemic control data to compare with,
although dw can still be computed with respect to a pre-ischemic
ECG, if available, or with respect to a reference point like
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in this study where the reference is taken at the begging of
the occlusion, allowing monitoring of T wave changes. In a
scenario with available ECG recordings restricted to a stationary
ischemia the methodology can not be applied. When applicable,
the establishment of proper thresholds for dw, under normal
or ischaemic conditions, remains a challenge. Threshold values
need to be established for detection or alarm triggering, and be
applied to the raw dw, or Tpe, not requiring a control recording.
Note that the relativeRPCA

I magnitude is used in this study just to
characterize how dw and Tpe changed during PCI as compared
to changes in control, in order to determine their sensitivity.

Previous studies suggest that the T-peak-to-T-end interval
is a strong ventricular arrhythmic marker in ischemic condi-
tions [32]. This interval also avoids the location of T-onset in
ischemia, which is very challenging due to the ST segment
elevation/depression and early T wave modifications induced
by ischemia. The index dw aims to be an alternative to the
Tpe interval in measuring ventricular repolarization dispersion
more robustly. Further studies need to be designed to establish
the proper thresholds to trigger arrhythmia alarms in clinical
practice under ischemic conditions.

From Table II we see that men had larger RPCA
d than women.

We know that women have shorter T-peak-to-T-end interval
values than men [33], [34], which possibly also implies a reduced
dynamic range in Tpe prolongation induced by ischemia in
women, congruent with the results shown in Table II.

E. Limitations

The present study shows the power of dw to monitor T-peak
to T-end morphology changes induced by ischemia, and also
that those changes are more prominently identified than by
using other indices such as the Tpe interval. However, the study
does not establish that dw is as surrogate for arrhythmia risk
marker under ischemia, since the occlusions were not long
enough to generate arrhythmia. Other studies in animal models
or other clinical scenarios should be tested to evaluate if the
methodological sensitivity improvement of dw with respect to
Tpe translates to clinical superiority.

The proposed methodology is designed to capture morpho-
logical variations of the final part of the T wave that mainly
represent an elongation. In this study we have not found any
extreme ischaemia-induced T-peak-to-T-end variations affecting
the method hypothesis. However, in addition to possible erro-
neous extraction of theTpe interval morphology due to excessive
noise and delineation errors, it can occur that subjects combining
ischemia with other arrhythmia that causes modifications or
alternations in the T wave final part (as moving from regular
to biphasic, etc), can lead to misleading results as two different
morphologies are fitted, not just prolonged T waves but including
other deformations that prevent interpreting dw as suggested in
this work.

V. CONCLUSION

The T-wave time-warping based index, dw, restricted to the
T peak to end interval monitors ischemia-induced morphology
changes of the final part of the T-wave, hypothesized to be a

surrogate of repolarization dispersion changes. The observed in-
crease in the dw and RPCA

d indexes during ischemia progression
suggest its value as surrogate marker for the ischemia-induced
increase of repolarization dispersion, requiring further clinical
studies to evaluate its potential as ventricular arrhythmic risk
marker during ischemia.
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